What Factor contribute to the quality of life in your facility.

Living this long is good and bad, but one good thing is we have voices strong.

We all don’t speak loud we all don’t speak out but here at immaculate Mary we know what life’s about.

We have our choices to wear the red blue or green, we can even imagine this is a time machine.

One thing for sure it is our home, where else would someone come help you dress then leave you alone.

We love our kittens we love our home.

One thing is clear we may live here, and you may work here.

But it is all about me, my voice my live yes my choice
This is our home we are not just residents we are a family. A family of different interest and backgrounds a family of men and women who still choose to be strong respectful and proud.

The key factor that contributes to our quality of life in this home and should be a part of every home is dignity.

Here we celebrate life from the first day you move in to the time of your departure.

We celebrate the departure because not every person here or in any home has relatives in the area but after living in the home for years you become a part of the family.

So here our friends and family can celebrate the lives of our departed brothers and sisters.

Here at the Delaware Valley Veterans Home we know we have a voice,

We make choices, and we exercise our rights.

We have a Residents council and even a PEER group that works with the Ombudsmen Services, a volunteer Honor Guard for all special events and most importantly, to escort the departed and their family as they leave our home for the last time.

We here are veterans, retired and living in a nursing home.

But I am still me.